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The award-winning author of Marry in Haste pens a Regency romance of a scheming sister and an unrequited love .
. . Delilah cannot bear to watch as her twin sister Deborah marries Hamish Baillie, fourth earl of Blackwood. Not
only because she knows that her conniving sister has manipulated the poor man into marriage, but also because she
has been in love with Hamish since she first set eyes on him . . . When Delilah makes the ultimate sacrifice to save
Hamish from her sister’s clutches, he is grateful—but he can’t help but be suspicious of her motives. Nevertheless,
when it appears that Delilah may be cast out, he agrees to help by employing her as a housekeeper at his Scottish
residence. As Hamish spends more time with Delilah, he realizes she is sincere. But her scheming twin was never
going to let go of the earl that easily . . . “Christina Courtenay is one of my favourite historical romance writers.
Every time I sit down to read one of her books, I just know I’m in for some fabulous storytelling, and Marry for Love
is no exception.” —Old Victorian Quill
Now a USA TODAY and Publishers Weekly bestseller! Meet the brilliant writer, fiercely independent mother, and
passionate woman who captured the heart of C.S. Lewis and inspired the books that still enchant and change us
today. When poet and writer Joy Davidman began writing letters to C. S. Lewis—known as Jack—she was looking for
spiritual answers, not love. Love, after all, wasn’t holding together her crumbling marriage. Everything about New
Yorker Joy seemed ill-matched for an Oxford professor and the beloved writer of The Chronicles of Narnia, yet their
minds bonded over their letters. Embarking on the adventure of her life, Joy traveled from America to England and
back again, facing heartbreak and poverty, discovering friendship and faith, and against all odds, found a love that
even the threat of death couldn’t destroy. In this masterful exploration of one of the greatest love stories of modern
times, we meet a brilliant writer, a fiercely independent mother, and a passionate woman who changed the life of
this respected author and inspired books that still enchant us and change us. Joy lived at a time when women
weren’t meant to have a voice—and yet her love for Jack gave them both voices they didn’t know they had. At once a
fascinating historical novel and a glimpse into a writer’s life, Becoming Mrs. Lewis is above all a love story—a love of
literature and ideas and a love between a husband and wife that, in the end, was not impossible at all. Praise for
Becoming Mrs. Lewis: “Becoming Mrs. Lewis deftly explores the life and work of Joy Davidman, a bold and brilliant
woman who is long overdue her time in the spotlight. Carefully researched. Beautifully written. Deeply romantic.
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Fiercely intelligent. It is both a meditation on marriage and a whopping grand adventure. Touching, tender, and
triumphant, this is a love story for the ages.” —Ariel Lawhon, New York Times bestselling author of I Was Anastasia
“Patti Callahan Henry breathes wondrous fresh life into one of the greatest literary love stories of all time . . . The
result is a deeply moving story about love and loss that is transformative and magical.” —Pam Jenoff, New York
Times bestselling author of The Orphan’s Tale “It's novel. And it's a very good one. . . extraordinarily accurate. . .
more accurate than most biographical essays that have been written about my mother.” —Douglas Gresham, son of
Joy Davidman, wife of C.S. Lewis This expanded edition includes: Map of Oxford Expanded discussion guide with
20+ questions for book clubs Timeline of Jack's and Joy's Lives Joy's (imagined) letter to Jack 10 Things You May Not
Know About Joy Davidman and C. S. Lewis's Love Story Behind-the-scenes essay: Oxford—The City
# 1 New York Times Bestseller The inspiration for season two of BRIDGERTON, a series created by Shondaland for
Netflix, from #1 New York Times bestselling author Julia Quinn: the story of Anthony Bridgerton in the second of
her beloved Regency-set novels featuring the charming, powerful Bridgerton family. ANTHONY’S STORY This time
the gossip columnists have it wrong. London’s most elusive bachelor Anthony Bridgerton hasn’t just decided to
marry—he’s even chosen a wife! The only obstacle is his intended’s older sister, Kate Sheffield—the most
meddlesome woman ever to grace a London ballroom. The spirited schemer is driving Anthony mad with her
determination to stop the betrothal, but when he closes his eyes at night, Kate’s the woman haunting his
increasingly erotic dreams... Contrary to popular belief, Kate is quite sure that reformed rakes do not make the best
husbands—and Anthony Bridgerton is the most wicked rogue of them all. Kate’s determined to protect her
sister—but she fears her own heart is vulnerable. And when Anthony’s lips touch hers, she’s suddenly afraid she
might not be able to resist the reprehensible rake herself...
The Smallest of the Orphans - A destitute woman in New York gives birth to a tiny baby and the orphanage there is
unsure of the newborn’s survival. After feeling that it’s the baby’s only chance for a good life, a friend of the
orphanage takes the baby out to Indiana for adoption by a childless couple PLUS Trying For a Third Chance at Love
- A woman from England decides to head for the Canadian Yukon to become a mail order bride to a man living in a
tiny town PLUS Walking To the Six Gun Samurai - A cowboy with a ranch in Arizona sends for a mail order bride
who arrives early and not realizing that his ranch is many miles away from the railway station, she sets out walking,
and halfway there meets a stranger on horseback who is dressed in an unfamiliar style and carries guns and two
swords in his belt PLUS The Crooked Tree In The Back Yard, is about a family moving to Oregon to get a fresh start
after the mom’s divorce.
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When the Duke Was Wicked
The Flame and the Flower
The Second Mrs. Astor
Tides of Love
RAMONA
The Greatest Historical Romance Novels of All Time
In this glorious season of light and joy, the phenomenal Kay Hooper and the incomparable Lisa Kleypas offer readers a
pair of precious jewels—timeless love stories that sparkle like diamonds. In Kay Hooper's Holiday Spirit, a matchmaking
grandmother and three Christmas ghosts arrange a sensuous reunion for a headstrong noblewoman and her seductive
former fiancé. And in Surrender, Lisa Kleypas has a beautiful, aristocratic Bostonian discover the true meaning of giving
when she falls tenderly and passionately in love with a troubled stranger: her husband. Open these golden Gifts of Love
and surrender your heart—for 'tis the season for romance!
NAACP nominee and bestselling author Beverly Jenkins returns to Henry Adams, Kansas—an unforgettable place that
anyone would want to call home—with a story of family, friends, and the powerful forces from our past that can
irrevocably shape our future. Mayor Trent July and his wife Lily are enjoying life as newlyweds and embracing the
challenges and joys that come with being foster parents to two wonderful boys. But being a foster father has inevitably
forced him to think about his own birth mother. Raised by his grandmother Tamar—and in many ways the good people of
Henry Adams—Trent was blessed with a childhood full of love. But now he can’t help wondering what happened to the
scared teenage girl who handed him over to Tamar. And questions that he’s never voiced are now begging to be
answered: Who was she? Is she still alive? Why didn’t she want him? Trent has always believed no good comes from
dwelling on the past, especially when you have a loving family, a strong community, and folks who depend on him. But
when the past comes to Henry Adams and Trent has no choice but to face it—and the woman who left him behind. The
truth will shake his very being and everything he thought he knew about life, love, and the bonds that hold families
together…yet can also tear them apart.
Fans of Grace Burrowes, Bree Wolf, K.J. Jackson, and Bridgerton are sure to enjoy this new steamy historical romance
series about a family of four sisters who must face pride, peril, and adventure before each finds a love that conquers all.
Featuring some of your favorite tropes... Enemies to Lovers Grumpy/Sunshine Curvy Heroine Forced Proximity Only One
Bed! What would you do for a little adventure? A rebellious young lady... Miss Rosalind Gardner's two older sisters are
happily married, but she has no plans to follow in their footsteps anytime soon. Determined to see the world before
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settling down, she sets out on an ocean voyage to distant lands. Exuberant, warm-hearted, and ceaselessly optimistic,
Rosalind has spent her life waiting for this opportunity. But it's one thing to dream about adventure and another thing to
live it--especially when doing so means living in close quarters with the coldest, most arrogant man alive. ...and a
heartless hero... Philip Calvert has already lived two very different lives. A rebellious rake in his youth, he was thoroughly
reformed when he fell in love with his first wife, only to lose her tragically. When he undertakes a perilous sea voyage,
Philip is horrified to find himself boxed in with an uninhibited hoyden who has used his name to secure her passage.
Having sworn off love and marriage, his resolve will be tested by this high-spirited woman whose passion and beauty
threaten to pull him into uncharted waters. ...are about to set sail on a journey into love. Out on the deep blue sea, with
nowhere to run and nowhere to hide, small berths and narrow decks bring hidden desires into the light... along with dark
secrets better left buried. Book Details The Gardner Girls books are standalone stories which may be read in any order.
Each book in the series is a rollicking adventure featuring a spunky heroine, a romantic hero, a swoon-worthy happyending, and at least one villain you'll love to hate! Heat Level: Steamy "A delight which kept me up into the wee hours of
the night!" - Elodie's Reading Corner "Fenna Edgewood is a worthy addition to the ranks of Regency Romance." - Lesley
H., Amazon Reviewer
Named a best romance of the year by Entertainment Weekly Named a most anticipated romance by Oprah Daily, Marie
Claire, BuzzFeed, PopSugar, and more! “There was no romance novel more fun this year than this extremely witty
enemies-with-benefits confection.” —Entertainment Weekly The author of the “hilarious...joyful, elegant” (Publishers
Weekly, starred review) To Have and to Hoax returns with an effervescent, charming, and swoon-worthy novel about a
man and woman who never agree on anything—until they agree to a no-strings-attached affair in this Regency-era romp.
The widowed Diana, Lady Templeton and Jeremy, Marquess of Willingham are infamous among English high society as
much for their sharp-tongued bickering as their flirtation. One evening, an argument at a ball turns into a serious wager:
Jeremy will marry within the year or Diana will forfeit one hundred pounds. So shortly after, just before a fortnight-long
house party at Elderwild, Jeremy’s country estate, Diana is shocked when Jeremy appears at her home with a very
different kind of proposition. After his latest mistress unfavorably criticized his skills in the bedroom, Jeremy is looking for
reassurance, so he has gone to the only woman he trusts to be totally truthful. He suggests that they embark on a brief
affair while at the house party—Jeremy can receive an honest critique of his bedroom skills and widowed Diana can use
the gossip to signal to other gentlemen that she is interested in taking a lover. Diana thinks taking him up on his counterproposal can only help her win her wager. With her in the bedroom and Jeremy’s marriage-minded grandmother, the
formidable Dowager Marchioness of Willingham, helping to find suitable matches among the eligible ladies at Elderwild,
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Diana is confident her victory is assured. But while they’re focused on winning wagers, they stand to lose their own
hearts. With Martha Waters’s signature “cheeky charm and wonderfully wry wit” (Booklist, starred review), To Love and to
Loathe is another clever and delightful historical rom-com that is perfect for fans of Christina Lauren and Evie Dunmore.
Under the Old Oak Tree: Four Historical Romance Novellas
In love and in exile An historical romance setting in Italian Risorgimento
All In with the Duke
Blooming Love: Four Historical Romances
9 Historical Romances Where First Loves are Rekindled
70+ Books in One Edition
Elle Beaumont gets a new chance at love when the man who had broken her heart, Noah Garrett, a man
dedicated to rationalism and science, returns to Pilot Island, North Carolina, and finds that the young
girl he once knew has grown into a sensuous beauty. Original.
Once Lady Leonie cursed 'the Black Wolf' - handsome Rolfe d'Ambert, the mercenary Lord of Kempston for his bloody deeds and cruelty to the local peasants. Now she must marry the magnificent blackguard
to bring peace to the land. Young, innocent, and possessing a rare and exquisite beauty, Leonie would
be a prize for any man - yet Rolfe seeks the match solely for revenge. But her sensuous kiss ignites
within him the fiery need to claim her - and an irresistible desire to unite their warring hearts in glorious
love.
New York Times bestselling author Mary Balogh presents the first historical romance in the Westcott
series, where the death of an earl reveals a most scandalous secret. Humphrey Westcott, Earl of
Riverdale, has died, leaving behind a fortune and a scandalous secret that will forever alter the lives of
everyone in his family—including the daughter no one knew he had... Anna Snow grew up in an
orphanage in Bath knowing nothing of the family she came from. Now she discovers that the late Earl of
Riverdale was her father and that she has inherited his fortune. She is also overjoyed to learn she has
siblings. However, they want nothing to do with her or her attempts to share her new wealth. But the
new earl’s guardian is interested in Anna… Avery Archer, Duke of Netherby, keeps others at a distance.
Yet something prompts him to aid Anna in her transition from orphan to lady. As London society and her
newfound relatives threaten to overwhelm Anna, Avery steps in to rescue her and finds himself
vulnerable to feelings and desires he has hidden so well and for so long.
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"Abé is an exquisite storyteller. Rich in detail and deeply moving." —Fiona Davis, New York Times
bestselling author of The Magnolia Palace "One of the most beautifully written books I’ve ever had the
pleasure to read. A gorgeous, phenomenal novel I won’t soon forget.” —Ellen Marie Wiseman New York
Times bestselling Author of The Orphan Collector Perfect for fans of Jennifer Chiaverini and Marie
Benedict, this riveting novel takes you inside the scandalous courtship and catastrophic honeymoon
aboard the Titanic of the most famous couple of their time—John Jacob Astor and Madeleine Force. Told
in rich detail, this novel of sweeping historical fiction will stay with readers long after turning the last
page. Madeleine Talmage Force is just seventeen when she attracts the attention of John Jacob “Jack”
Astor. Madeleine is beautiful, intelligent, and solidly upper-class, but the Astors are in a league apart.
Jack’s mother was the Mrs. Astor, American royalty and New York’s most formidable socialite. Jack is
dashing and industrious—a hero of the Spanish-American war, an inventor, and a canny businessman.
Despite their twenty-nine-year age difference, and the scandal of Jack’s recent divorce, Madeleine falls
headlong into love—and becomes the press’s favorite target. On their extended honeymoon in Egypt,
the newlyweds finally find a measure of peace from photographers and journalists. Madeleine feels truly
alive for the first time—and is happily pregnant. The couple plans to return home in the spring of 1912,
aboard an opulent new ocean liner. When the ship hits an iceberg close to midnight on April 14th, there
is no immediate panic. The swift, state-of-the-art RMS Titanic seems unsinkable. As Jack helps Madeleine
into a lifeboat, he assures her that he’ll see her soon in New York… Four months later, at the Astors’
Fifth Avenue mansion, a widowed Madeleine gives birth to their son. In the wake of the disaster, the
press has elevated her to the status of virtuous, tragic heroine. But Madeleine’s most important decision
still lies ahead: whether to accept the role assigned to her, or carve out her own remarkable path… “A
touching, compelling, and haunting love story that will delight fans of historical fiction and enthrall
those of us for whom the Titanic will always fascinate.” —Hazel Gaynor, New York Times bestselling
author of When We Were Young and Brave “An engaging novel told with both heartbreaking care and
vivid detail. The Second Mrs. Astor is historical fiction at its gripping and irresistible best.” —Patti
Callahan , New York Times bestselling author of Surviving Savannah and Becoming Mrs. Lewis
The Lost Kings
When Love Awaits
To Love and to Loathe
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The Improbable Love Story of Joy Davidman and C. S. Lewis
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek
Book Five of The Highland Lords
Sir Phillip knew that Eloise Bridgerton was a spinster, and so he'd proposed, figuring that
she'd be homely and unassuming, and more than a little desperate for an offer of marriage.
Except . . . she wasn't. The beautiful woman on his doorstep was anything but quiet, and when
she stopped talking long enough to close her mouth, all he wanted to do was kiss her . . . and
more. Did he think she was mad? Eloise Bridgerton couldn't marry a man she had never met! But
then she started thinking . . . and wondering . . . and before she knew it, she was in a hired
carriage in the middle of the night, on her way to meet the man she hoped might be her perfect
match. Except . . . he wasn't. Her perfect husband wouldn't be so moody and ill-mannered, and
while Phillip was certainly handsome, he was a large brute of a man, rough and rugged, and
totally unlike the London gentlemen vying for her hand. But when he smiled . . . and when he
kissed her . . . the rest of the world simply fell away, and she couldn't help but wonder . . .
could this imperfect man be perfect for her?
From the New York Times bestselling author of Devil in Disguise, the first book in her beloved
Wallflowers series. The Wallflowers: four young ladies at the side of the ballroom make a pact
to help each other find husbands . . . no matter what it takes. Proud and beautiful Annabelle
Peyton could have her pick of suitors—if only she had a dowry. Her family is on the brink of
disaster, and the only way Annabelle can save them is to marry a wealthy man. Unfortunately her
most persistent admirer is the brash Simon Hunt, a handsome and ambitious entrepreneur who wants
her as his mistress. Annabelle is determined to resist Simon's wicked propositions, but she
can't deny her attraction to the boldly seductive rogue, any more than he can resist the
challenge she presents. As they try to outmaneuver each other, they find themselves surrendering
to a love more powerful than they could have ever imagined. But fate may have other plans—and it
will take all of Annabelle's courage to face a peril that could destroy everything she holds
dear.
After the tragic death of his wife, Jasper, the 8th Duke of Bainbridge buried himself away in
the dark cold walls of his home, Castle Blackwood. When he’s coaxed out of his self-imposed
exile to attend the amusements of the Frost Fair, his life is irrevocably changed by his fateful
meeting with Lady Katherine Adamson. With her tight brown ringlets and silly white-ruffled
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gowns, Lady Katherine Adamson has found her dance card empty for two Seasons. After her father’s
passing, Katherine learned the unreliability of men, and is determined to depend on no one,
except herself. Until she meets Jasper… In a desperate bid to avoid a match arranged by her
family, Katherine makes the Duke of Bainbridge a shocking proposition—one that he accepts. Only,
as Katherine begins to love Jasper, she finds the arrangement agreed upon is not enough. And
Jasper is left to decide if protecting his heart is more important than fighting for Katherine’s
love.
His deepest wish Notorious pirate Sam Steele is driven by grief, so he plunders and pirates
while doing his best to forget the man he was, what he lost, and what he yearns to have again. A
task that proves impossible when an unexpected turn of events brings a woman aboard. Her
greatest fear Grace Sullivan has vowed to never put her faith in a man again. But when the
infamous Steele saves her life, Grace begins to doubt her hardened heart. Her pirate to love The
more Grace comes to know Cale, the more he proves he's different, and the deeper she falls in
love. But will those who are hungry for revenge find them before Cale realizes everything he
needs is within reach?
The Prairie Romance Collection
A Blessings Novel
The Duke Who Loved Me
A Sam Steele Romance
The Girl Who Escaped from Auschwitz
9 Historical Romances from America's Great Plains

New York Times bestselling authors Sabrina Jeffries, Karen Hawkins, and Candace Camp, and USA TODAY
bestselling author Meredith Duran come together for a sizzling historical romance holiday anthology. Stunned by
the heat of an unexpected kiss on a cold winter’s eve, two strangers from vastly different worlds turn hotheaded
principles into burning passion in Sabrina Jeffries’s delightful yuletide story, The Heiress and the Hothead. In the
snowy Scottish countryside, Karen Hawkins’s rakish duke has an unforgettable holiday encounter in Twelve Kisses
when the alluring lady he surprises under the mistletoe is not who he expected, but a long-lost love with a score to
settle. In By Any Other Name, Edinburgh is aglitter for Christmastime as Candace Camp sends a curious gentleman
in hot pursuit of an intriguing lady in disguise—one who refuses to reveal her true identity, though she fears he has
already stolen her heart with his kiss. In Sweetest Regret, will the festive spirit of the season sweep Meredith
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Duran’s feisty heroine beneath the mistletoe—and back into the arms of the dashing rogue whose carelessness
soiled her reputation and sent her into exile in London? In this all-new story collection sparkling with sexy charm
and heartwarming wit, four beloved bestselling authors reveal the mix-ups and make-ups, the missed chances and
golden opportunities that come but once a year.
A heart-pounding novel of a love that must truly conquer all-the highly-anticipated tenth book in Wiley's best-selling
novels of the American frontier. Presented in the American Wilderness Series and the Wilderness Hearts Series, the
highly-rated and award-winning novels in these two series will capture your heart and touch your soul. In 1811,
strengthened by his own struggles and triumphs, Liam Roberts earned the respect of his commanding officers and
his current boss, cattleman Stephen Wyllie. Although Liam considers himself a homebody, he lacks a home. Tired of
bunkhouse life, and twenty-five-years-old, he is ready for a home of his own and a family. Polly Wyllie, Stephen's
nineteen-year-old bookish daughter, has graduated from an academy for young ladies. Liam and Polly's fourteenyear-old brother, Samuel, are sent to escort her home. But their return to Wyllie Cattle Farm is endangered by a
vicious hurricane-spawned thunderstorm that threatens their lives. The storm is only the beginning of the troubles
and predicaments Polly and Liam must face while their attraction to each other grows. And when Liam brings a
young orphan into their lives, their blossoming relationship grows even more complex. But the worst test Polly must
face is one she never expected-shocking news that changes everything. Danger and beauty, trials and heroism, faith
and family, at the heart of the American frontier. A sweet historical romance set against the stunning backdrop of
the Kentucky wilderness. "There is no question, Dorothy Wiley is one of the best American Historical Romance
writers today." - Amanda Hughes, bestselling historical romance author
RECOMMENDED BY DOLLY PARTON IN PEOPLE MAGAZINE! A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A USA TODAY
BESTSELLER A LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER A PBS BOOK PICK The bestselling historical fiction novel from
Kim Michele Richardson, this is a novel following Cussy Mary, a packhorse librarian and her quest to bring books to
the Appalachian community she loves, perfect for readers of William Kent Kreuger and Lisa Wingate. The perfect
addition to your next book club! The hardscrabble folks of Troublesome Creek have to scrap for
everything—everything except books, that is. Thanks to Roosevelt's Kentucky Pack Horse Library Project,
Troublesome's got its very own traveling librarian, Cussy Mary Carter. Cussy's not only a book woman, however,
she's also the last of her kind, her skin a shade of blue unlike most anyone else. Not everyone is keen on Cussy's
family or the Library Project, and a Blue is often blamed for any whiff of trouble. If Cussy wants to bring the joy of
books to the hill folks, she's going to have to confront prejudice as old as the Appalachias and suspicion as deep as
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the holler. Inspired by the true blue-skinned people of Kentucky and the brave and dedicated Kentucky Pack Horse
library service of the 1930s, The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a story of raw courage, fierce strength, and
one woman's belief that books can carry us anywhere—even back home. Look for The Book Woman's Daughter, the
next novel from Kim Michele Richardson coming in May 2022. Other Bestselling Historical Fiction from Sourcebooks
Landmark: The Mystery of Mrs. Christie by Marie Benedict The Engineer's Wife by Tracey Enerson Wood Sold on a
Monday by Kristina McMorris
The game of love is filled with scandals and secrets in this quartet of Regency tales featuring New York Times– and
USA Today–bestselling authors. Romance can blossom with little provocation and even less consideration for what’s
good and proper. But when a spark ignites, it can be far too tempting to ignore—no matter how shocking the pairing
may be . . . “Forbidden Attractions” by Jo Beverley When the notorious Earl of Carne moves into the mansion
adjoining Anna Featherstone’s London townhouse, they’re separated by a single wall—and a gulf of social disdain.
But sometimes the strangest neighbors can make the most intriguing of friends . . . “The Naked Prince” by Sally
MacKenzie Josephine Atworthy is a proper and studious lady, and, as such, has no time for debauched goings on.
But when she winds up on the guest list of one of her rich neighbor’s parties, she’s too intrigued to turn down the
invitation—and far too attracted to the mysterious nobleman who seems desperate for just one kiss . . . “The
Pleasure of a Younger Lover” by Vanessa Kelly After youthful friendship turns into ardent, grown-up passion,
Clarissa Middleton and Captain Christian Archer find it difficult to keep their thoughts—or kisses—to themselves.
But the differences between them might be too great for London society to overcome . . . “A Summer Love Affair” by
Kaitlin O’Riley Nothing is quite so intoxicating as a holiday abroad in the sultry sun of Spain. That is, until Miss
Charlotte Wilson discovers the irresistible charm of Mr. Gavin Ellsworth and embarks on a most enjoyable—and
revealing—fling.
A Time for Love: Four Historical Romance Novellas
Her Pirate to Love
Becoming Mrs. Lewis
The Heart of a Duke Series Book 1
A Historical Romance
A totally gripping and absolutely heartbreaking World War 2 page-turner, based on a true story
"Soon to be major motion picture"--Cover.
Relive history on the American Great Plains as penned by nine different multi-published authors. Follow pioneers,
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immigrants, and orphans through their adventures, heartaches, challenges, victories, and romances. You are sure to find
more than one favorite among nine stories in this unique collection to warm your heart and inspire your faith.
Eveline The Poor & Her Rancher James - An English woman fallen on hard times decides to travel to America and her
soon to be husband, but along the way there are many hazards, including a life-changing train journey PLUS Finding The
Key To Love In The Market Place - A woman has looked after her sick mother for years in Washington DC, but when she
comes across a mysterious new booth in the market, she is persuaded to sign up for something that will change her life
forever PLUS For The Rest Of Their Lives - A biracial woman from Florida agrees to be a mail order bride to a Colorado
rancher and is thrilled when he makes the long journey down south to pick her up PLUS Forging A Family – The Fat Man
& The Thin Woman - A woman stricken with TB, or consumption, decides the only way to have a chance of getting better
is to move to a state with a dry climate, and then marry a man.
An Investment In Love: A Mail Order Bride Romance -An intelligent woman with business acumen enters into a mail
order bride marriage knowing that it is merely a business arrangement. The Biracial Bride & Her Colorado Rancher: A
Mail Order Bride Romance - A biracial woman from the south decides to go to a rancher in Colorado, but she hasn’t told
him she’s half black. Mail Order Bride: Native Fear - A woman decides to go out west after becoming widowed, but when
she arrives her fiancé is nothing at all like she imagined he would be. An Independent Woman: A Mail Order Bride
Romance - An orphan, when she reaches adulthood, decides to become a mail order bride and sets out to meet her soon
to be husband; a rancher in the west.
An American Historical Romance (Wilderness Hearts Historical Romances Book 4)
A Hero's Guide to Love
To Sir Phillip, With Love
Historical Romance Novels - Premium Collection
A Heartbreaking Historical Novel of the Titanic
First Love Forever Romance Collection
Margaretta Fortescue desperately needs to disappear from London society, and her only hope is to
follow the rumors of another young woman who recently made a life for herself away from the glare of
society. Her search leads her to the market town of Marlborough where, in spite of her efforts to avoid
attention, she can't seem to elude local solicitor Nash Banfield. All Nash wants is a quiet, sedate life--no
risks or surprises. When Margaretta, clearly on the run and unwilling to answer questions, interrupts his
solitude, his curiosity and his principles won't let him leave this determined woman without assistance.
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But will discovering the truth about Margaretta make him think twice about finally taking a risk on love?
A Search for Refuge is an e-only novella that gives an exciting introduction to Kristi Ann Hunter's new
Regency historical romance series, Haven Manor! Includes an extended excerpt of the first full-length
novel in the series, A Defense of Honor.
London, 1822 Max Arrington, the Duke of Pelham, vows to never again let a handsome face blind him to
a man's true intentions. But ten months of celibacy and lonely nights drive him to a decadent brothel,
where a beautiful young man arouses his illicit passions as never before. Tristan Walsh has grown tired
of being used for men's pleasure. But his latest client is different: commanding yet generous, Max
makes him feel cared for as well as wanted. Yet Tristan knows he'll never have the choice to leave the
brothel and submit only to Max. So when Max invites him to be his guest at his country estate, Tristan
eagerly agrees to his terms—days to do as he pleases while Max tends to the dukedom, and nights spent
together in wicked play. But when the "business arrangement" begins to deepen into something more,
Tristan must face the fact that he has no true place in Max's life—or in Max's guarded heart… 81,000
words
Vin MacKintosh was alive… After five years of mourning her lost love, Moira MacKenzie had finally move
on with her life and seek a husband. Finding out Vincent MacKintosh was alive after all those years dealt
her the greatest shock of her life. She should have been thrilled to have the man she’d loved her entire
life back, but after so long, she’d forgotten one important detail. She might have loved Vin, but he had
never loved her back. Vin is a man tormented by the past and, with little hope that her dreams of true
love will be fulfilled, Moira instead offers him the friendship he so desperately needs as he integrates
himself back into a normal life. He thought he’d never truly live again… After years as a prisoner of war,
Vin MacKintosh returns with a scarred and battered soul. Beset by guilt and nightmares from his years
of torture and torment, he must readapt to a world where everyone he knew is a different person and
the world a vastly different place. While everyone else seems to constantly compare him to the man he
was, he cannot help but turn to the one person who gives him encouragement and motivation to move
on. As his best friend, Jason MacKenzie’s, younger sister, Vin has known Moira her entire life, her letters
during the war provided him comfort and understanding. True friendship. Now that he is back, he needs
those things more than ever. However, Vin finds he cannot continue to look at Moira merely as a friend
and little sister any longer. He cannot help but see her as a woman…and one too desirable to resist.
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Moira makes him feel alive again, but he knows it cannot last. While lust can do nothing but ruin the
friendship he desperately needs, Vin knows that the truth about her brother’s death would destroy
Moira’s affectionate for him forever. Plagued by his guilt, he pushes her away when he needs her most.
What will he do when he realizes that what he feels is more than merely a question of lust?
"Corpus Bones! I utterly loathe my life." Catherine feels trapped. Her father is determined to marry her
off to arich man--any rich man, no matter how awful. But by wit, trickery, and luck, Catherine manages
to send several would-be husbands packing. Then a shaggy-bearded suitor from the north comes to
call--by far the oldest, ugliest, most revolting suitor of them all. Unfortunately, he is also the richest.
Can a sharp-tongued, high-spirited, clever young maiden with a mind of her own actually lose the battle
against an ill-mannered, piglike lord and an unimaginative, greedy toad of a father? Deus! Not if
Catherine has anything to say about it! Catherine feels trapped. Her father is determined to marry her
off to a rich man--any rich man, no mater how awful. But by wit, trickery, and luck, Catherine manages
to send several would-be husbands packing. Then a shaggy-bearded suitor from the north comes to
call--by far the oldest, ugliest, most revolting suitor of them all. Unfortunately, he is also the richest.
Can a sharp-tongued, high-spirited, clever young maiden with a mind of her own actualy lose the battle
against an ill-mannared, piglike lord and an unimaginative, greedy toad of a father? Deus! Not if
Catherine has anything to say about it!
For Love of the Duke
Redeeming Love (Movie Tie-In)
So In Love
Secrets of a Summer Night
The Seafaring Lady's Guide to Love
Catherine, Called Birdy (rpkg)
The only way to fight a powerful darkness is with a powerful love Olivia Moreland prides herself on discrediting charlatans, particularly the
false mediums that flock to London. But when Lord Stephen St. Leger requests her help in investigating an alleged psychic’s claims, she
can’t deny the ominous feeling she has within the walls of his ancient estate—or the intimately familiar connection she has with Stephen
himself. The last time he’d called Blackhope Hall home, Stephen had watched as his elder brother claimed both the family title and the
woman he loved. Now, in the wake of his brother’s murder, Stephen has reluctantly returned to find his family ensconced in scandal. Who
is responsible for his brother’s untimely death? And what is it about investigator Olivia Moreland that so thoroughly draws him in,
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reigniting a passion he hasn’t felt in years?
Fans of Bridgerton will fall in love with this sparkling Regency romance from bestselling author Jane Ashford featuring: A duke
accustomed to getting his own way A lady determined to teach him a thing or two about love Delicious opposites-attract romance Glittering
detail and banter First in a new series! James Cantrell, the new Duke of Tereford, has inherited a dukedom in disarray and is overwhelmed
by his unaccustomed responsibilities. Then he gets an idea. Cecelia Vainsmede served as liaison between James and her father, and she
knows a great deal about business matters, his own in particular. She's also quite pretty. Ever the pragmatist, he suggests a marriage of
convenience. Cecelia has always been good at working with James, but she doesn't understand how he can be so obtuse. He clearly doesn't
realize that he's the duke she's always wished for, or that his offer is an insult. But when a German prince arrives in London and
immediately sets out to woo Cecelia, James will have to come to terms with what he really feels for her. Is running away worth the cost of
losing her, or will the duke dare to win her once and for all? Praise for Jane Ashford's historical romances: "Humor, drama, mystery,
romance, intrigue, and a surprising ending. I can't wait to read the other books in the series."—Harlequin Junkie Top Pick for How to Cross
a Marquess "[A]n irresistibly sweet literary confection."—Booklist for Earl to the Rescue "Filled with wit and charm."—Fresh Fiction for
Nothing Like a Duke
A riveting psychological thriller with a killer twist about a woman forced to confront the darkest moment in her childhood in order to move
on from her past and open her heart to love. Jeanie King is twelve years old when, in the middle of the night, her father comes home
covered in blood. The next day, when he disappears, she isn't surprised--he'd always been an absent father. However, when she realizes that
he's taken her beloved twin brother, Jamie, with him, her world is turned upside down. With no family left in rural Washington, Jeanie is
ripped from the life she knows and from her childhood sweetheart, a boy named Maddox. Twenty years later, Jeanie, now in England, keeps
her demons at bay by drinking too much, sleeping with a married man, and speaking to a therapist she doesn't respect. But her past catches
up to her when Maddox shows up out of the blue to tell her he's found her father after all these years. Despite having mixed feelings about
confronting her father and seeing Maddox again, she agrees to fly back to the states with him. She's desperate to find out what really
happened that night, where her brother is, and why she was the one left behind. At once a heart-pounding mystery and an affecting
exploration of love and the familial ties that bind us, The Lost Kings is a propulsive read that will transport, move, and shock you.
e-artnow presents to you the collection of the great love stories of the past, the best historical novels in one edition:_x000D_ Uarda: A
Romance of Ancient Egypt (Georg Ebers)_x000D_ The New Abelard: Love in the Times of Cathedrals (Robert Williams
Buchanan)_x000D_ Hildebrand: The Days of Queen Elizabeth (Anonymous) _x000D_ Love-at-Arms (Rafael Sabatini) _x000D_ The
Making Of A Saint (W. Somerset Maugham) _x000D_ The Cloister and the Hearth (Charles Reade) _x000D_ The Princess of Cleves
(Madame de La Fayette)_x000D_ The Forest Lovers (Maurice Hewlett) _x000D_ Malcolm (George MacDonald) _x000D_ Scarlet Letter:
Love in the Colonial Period (Nathaniel Hawthorne) _x000D_ The Wild Irish Girl (Lady Sydney Morgan) _x000D_ Sophia (Stanley John
Weyman) _x000D_ Paul and Virginia (Bernardin de Saint-Pierre) _x000D_ Memoirs of Emma Courtney (Mary Hays) _x000D_ Powder
and Patch (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The Black Moth: A Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette Heyer)_x000D_ The History of Miss
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Betsy Thoughtless (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Fantomina (Eliza Haywood)_x000D_ Olinda's Adventures (Catharine Trotter
Cockburn)_x000D_ Belinda (Maria Edgeworth)_x000D_ Dangerous Liaisons (Pierre Choderlos de Laclos)_x000D_ Evelina (Fanny
Burney)_x000D_ Pamela Trilogy_x000D_ Mary (Mary Wollstonecraft)_x000D_ Jane Austen:_x000D_ Pride & Prejudice_x000D_ Sense &
Sensibility_x000D_ Mansfield Park_x000D_ Emma_x000D_ Persuasion_x000D_ Miss Marjoribanks & Phoebe, Junior (Mrs.
Olifant)_x000D_ Vanity Fair (Thackeray)_x000D_ Mr. Rowl (D. K. Broster)_x000D_ The Battle of the Strong (Gilbert Parker)_x000D_
Kitty Alone (Sabine Baring-Gould) _x000D_ Sentimental Education (Gustave Flaubert) _x000D_ Lady Anna (Anthony Trollope)_x000D_
The Manoeuvring Mother (Lady Charlotte Bury)_x000D_ Ramona (Helen Hunt Jackson) _x000D_ Jane Eyre (Charlotte Brontë)_x000D_
Wuthering Heights (Emily Brontë)_x000D_ The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne Brontë)_x000D_ The Lady of the Camellias (Alexandre
Dumas)_x000D_ The Portrait of a Lady & The Wings of the Dove (Henry James)_x000D_ Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy)_x000D_ The Age
of Innocence (Edith Wharton)_x000D_ Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy)_x000D_ Bel Ami (Guy de Maupassant) _x000D_ The
Squatter and the Don (María Ruiz de Burton) _x000D_ Maria Chapdelaine (Louis Hémon)_x000D_ The Four Feathers (A. E. W. Mason)
_x000D_ The Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill)_x000D_ The Great Gatsby (F. Scott Fitzgerald)
Bridgerton
Mesmerized
For Your Love
Gifts of Love
A Haven Manor Novella
A Search for Refuge (Haven Manor)

They are England's most eligible bachelors, with the most scandalous reputations. But for the right woman, even an unrepentant
rogue may mend his ways… Lady Grace Mabry's ample inheritance has made it impossible for her to tell whether a suitor is in love
with her—or enamored of her riches. Who better to distinguish beau from blackguard than her notorious childhood friend, the Duke
of Lovingdon? With no interest in marriage, Lovingdon has long lived only for pleasure. He sees little harm in helping Grace find a
proper match. He simply has to teach the lovely innocent all the ploys a scoundrel uses to gain a woman's favor—by demonstrating
his wicked ways. But as lessons lead to torrid passion and Grace becomes ensnared in another man's marriage plot, Lovingdon must
wage a desperate gamble: Open his heart fully—or risk losing the woman he adores…
Musaicum Books presents to you this meticulously edited collection of historical romance novels, the immortal tales of love, lust,
pleasure and betrayal. Content: The Lady of the Camellias (Alexandre Dumas) The Portrait of a Lady (Henry James) The Wings of
the Dove (Henry James) Anna Karenina (Leo Tolstoy) The Age of Innocence (Edith Wharton) Jane Eyre (Charlotte Brontë)
Wuthering Heights (Emily Brontë) The Tenant of Wildfell Hall (Anne Brontë) Tess of the d'Urbervilles (Thomas Hardy) Scarlet Letter
(Nathaniel Hawthorne) The Miranda Trilogy (Grace Livingston Hill) Fantomina (Eliza Haywood) The History of Miss Betsy
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Thoughtless (Eliza Haywood) The Fortunate Foundlings (Eliza Haywood) Powder and Patch (Georgette Heyer) The Black Moth: A
Romance of the XVIIIth Century (Georgette Heyer) Belinda (Maria Edgeworth) Patronage (Maria Edgeworth) Dangerous Liaisons
(Pierre Choderlos de Laclos) Evelina (Fanny Burney) Cecilia (Fanny Burney) Camilla (Fanny Burney) The Wanderer (Fanny
Burney) Mary: A Fiction (Mary Wollstonecraft) Pride and Prejudice (Jane Austen) Sense and Sensibility (Jane Austen) Mansfield
Park (Jane Austen) Emma (Jane Austen) Persuasion (Jane Austen) Miss Marjoribanks (Mrs. Olifant) Phoebe, Junior (Mrs. Olifant)
Vanity Fair (William Makepeace Thackeray) Pamela (Samuel Richardson) Anti-Pamela (Eliza Haywood) Shamela (Henry Fielding)
A first love is never easily forgotten... and coming face to face with that person again can be awkward when the heartstrings are still
holding on to the “what ifs.” In settings from 1865 to 1910, nine couples are thrown back on the same path by life’s changes and
challenges. A neighbor returns from law school. An heiress seeks a quick marriage. A soldier’s homecoming is painful. A family
needs help. A prodigal son returns. A rogue aeronaut drops from the sky. A runaway bridegroom comes home. A letter for aid is sent.
A doctor needs a nurse. Can love rekindle despite the separation of time and space? First Things First by Susanne Dietze 1877 –
South Texas: Texas rancher’s daughter Georgie Bridge mourned when her first love, Ward Harper, left town to study the law, but
now he’s back—as opposing counsel in a case against her father. A Most Reluctant Bride by Cynthia Hickey 1880 – Ozark foothill
ranch: Maggie Spoonmore marries her father’s former foreman, Zach Colton in order to salvage her reputation, yet struggles to
believe he married her for love and not her inheritance. Weeping Willow by Marcia Gruver May of 1861 – Port Royal, Virginia: In
Civil War Virginia, tables are turned for Willow Bates when Julian Finney, her childhood crush and steadfast defender, returns from
the war a broken man in need of rescue. His Anchor by Carrie Fancett Pagels 1894 – Mackinac Island, Michigan: Robert Swaine, a
ship captain, returns to Mackinac Island where his first love, Sadie Duvall struggles to support her siblings. Will she anchor him to
the island he has vowed to leave behind? After the Ball by Martha Rogers 1910 – Dallas, Texas: Chase Thornton, a wealthy oil man
yearns for the life of a cowboy and his first love, Susannah King, but can she trust him to keep his word to leave the city and stay on
the ranch? Lighter Than Air by Lorna Seilstad 1900 – St. Louis, Missouri: After Titus Knott crashes his hot air balloon behind Ella
Mason’s boarding school, he must convince his former sweetheart that his words are true and not full of hot air. In Due Season by
Connie Stevens 1901 – Whitley, Kansas: Leah Brown accepts her role of town spinster until Gareth Shepherd unexpectedly steps
back into her life. Now she’s faced with a choice. Can she forgive the man who jilted her? Heartfelt Echoes by Jennifer Uhlarik
1875—Virginia City, Nevada: A short, urgent letter mentioning his childhood love, Millie Gordon, forces deaf Travis McCaffrey to
turn to his estranged birth father for help rescuing the woman he can’t forget. Prescription for Love by Erica Vestch 1905 – New
Orleans: Erstwhile fiancée Natalie Morrison is the last person Dr. Mackenzie wants as his new nurse, but when an epidemic hits,
Phin finds she’s come back into his life at the perfect time.
Karen Ranney brings us another emotionally intense and passionate story in the fifth book of the nationally bestselling Highland
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Lord series, in which Douglas MacRae must overcome a dark betrayal in order to regain a love once lost.
Someone To Love
A Question of Lust
Love's Whisper
What Happens Under the Mistletoe
Marry for Love
A Novel
New York Times bestselling author Kathleen E. Woodiwiss debut romance… The Flower Doomed to a
life of unending toil, Heather Simmons fears for her innocence—until a shocking, desperate act
forces her to flee. . . and to seek refuge in the arms of a virile and dangerous stranger. The
Flame A lusty adventurer married to the sea, Captain Brandon Birmingham courts scorn and peril
when he abducts the beautiful fugitive from the tumultuous London dockside. But no power on
Earth can compel him to relinquish his exquisite prize. For he is determined to make the
sapphire-eyed lovely his woman. . .and to carry her off to far, uncharted realms of sensuous,
passionate love.
“What can I say but wow!!!” Bookworm86, ????? “The tears wouldn’t stop.” Goodreads reviewer,
????? “Impossible to put down.” RK_Reads, ????? “Heartbreaking and inspirational.” @marla.reads,
????? “We must die standing up for something.” “And what are we standing up for?” “The most
important thing there is. Freedom.” Millions of people walked through Auschwitz’s gates, but she
was the first woman who escaped. This powerful novel tells the inspiring true story of Mala
Zimetbaum, whose heroism will never be forgotten, and whose fate altered the course of history…
Nobody leaves Auschwitz alive. Mala, inmate 19880, understood that the moment she stepped off
the cattle train into the depths of hell. As an interpreter for the SS, she uses her position to
save as many lives as she can, smuggling scraps of bread to those desperate with hunger. Edward,
inmate 531, is a camp veteran and a political prisoner. Though he looks like everyone else, with
a shaved head and striped uniform, he’s a fighter in the underground Resistance. And he has an
escape plan. They are locked up for no other sin than simply existing. But when they meet, the
dark shadow of Auschwitz is lit by a glimmer of hope. Edward makes Mala believe in the
impossible. That despite being surrounded by electric wire, machine guns topping endless
watchtowers and searchlights roaming the ground, they will leave this death camp. A promise is
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made––they will escape together or they will die together. What follows is one of the greatest
love stories in history… Fans of The Tattooist of Auschwitz, The Choice, and The Orphan Train
will love this breathtakingly beautiful tale, of courage in the face of tragedy and bravery in
the face of fear. Based on a true story, The Girl Who Escaped Auschwitz shows that, in darkness,
love can be your light… See what readers are saying about The Girl that Escaped from Auschwitz:
“I couldn’t put it down, I was reading it all through the night… A beautiful, heart-wrenching
story; a story I read with blurry eyes thanks to all the tears. A must-read for all. This one
will stick with me forever.’ @bookswithmitch, ????? “Extraordinary… Devastatingly heartbreaking
and beautiful… Absolutely rammed with emotions that will make you smile, cry and laugh.”
Bookworm86, ????? “An AMAZING read! I loved this so much!… Sensational… One of the most
inspiring love stories of all time… HIGHLY HIGHLY RECOMMEND. 100% 5 STARS!!” Goodreads reviewer,
????? “Loved loved loved it… Fantastic.” NetGalley reviewer, ????? “I can officially report my
tear ducts have run completely and utterly dry… Shattered my heart.” Notablenoveles, ?????
“Grips you from the first page and never lets go until you are sitting reading the last pages
with tears streaming down your face… Simply cannot put the book down. Goodreads Reviewer, ?????
“Amazing… Had me in tears.” NetGalley Reviewer, ????? “Impossible to put it down… The book was
absolutely gripping.” RK_Reads, ????? “Had me tearing up… Yet I couldn’t put the book down.
Absolutely beautiful.” @can’t_stop_reading, ????? “Wow! This one is definitely gonna get ya but
it is so worth the emotional roller coaster.” Toreadistobreathe, ????? “Be prepared with a box
full of tissues next to you because all throughout the book you won’t have a dry eye.”
@jasminegalsreadinglog, ????? “So emotional and heartbreaking that I actually cried.” Tropical
Girl Reads Books, ????? “I couldn’t put this story down and it definitely tugged at my heart
strings. I loved reading Mala’s story.” Heather Loves to Read, ????? “Once I began this book, I
could not put it down, and the pages flew.” Musings by Maureen, ????? “It literally punched me
in the gut.” @booksreadbyprairiegirl, ?????
The Viscount Who Loved Me
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